
Throwing at a target 1 
Challenge 

Can you hit a target from a distance/ 

How far can you throw? 

Throw 10 items into a target area  
Depending on age and ability will determine where you 
stand and size of target  
 
If playing indoors—please reduce the size of the area 
played and use soft balls! Rolled up socks are useful in 
this case! 
 

  

Equipment 

• Standing zone —Cones / empty yogurt pots / plant pots / plastic beakers / cushions / pillows /tins /shoes 

• Target—Hoop / skipping rope or string laid out in a circle / small cones or pots set in a circle / chalk circle/ bucket/ wash basket 

• Ball—Plastic golf ball / tennis ball / ping pong balls / sponge balls / paper rolled up into a ball / tin foil into a ball / sock rolled into a ball. 

 
Safety  zo

n
e 

Target 

STEP process to ensure the challenge suits the player 
Space  adjust the distance of the stations (closer to make it easier, further away to make it harder)  
Task      Roll the ball to make it easier. Move closer to make it easier. Move further away to make it harder 
Equipment    Change the size of the ball, or the size if the target  
People   Consider the player ability and adjust the task to suit the needs  



How to play 
Set out the target area and the stations and make sure you have 

enough items to throw . Measure the distance of each station from the 

target. Don’t make it too easy for yourself! 

Practise  by standing at the closest station to the target and performing the 
correct throwing technique (see opposite) 

 

Stand at each blue stations and throw your ‘ball ‘ into the target.  
The aim is to get all ten ‘balls’ into the target from each station  
 
Each successful attempt= 5 points 
 
Add up your score as you go along. At the end of the 30 attempts what is 

your score? 

Throwing technique 

Underarm throw 

Keep your eyes on the target 

Hold the ball in your throwing hand (dominant hand)  

Step into the throw with the opposite foot to throwing 

hand 

Take arm back and forward as you step in and release the 

ball at the point  at which you finish the stepping in 

Point foot that you step in with towards  the target 

Fingers finish pointing at the target on release of ball 

 


